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Radio Program Scheduled By College Over WTRC

Exchange Students Bring Varied Cultures to Campus

Eighteen students from countries other than the United States and Canada are in residence at Goshen College this year. These students, ten of whom are female, are taking part in the International Student Exchange Program, and represent a wide variety of cultural differences is a prerequisite to further international understanding.

Gertrude Gassman, a sophomore from Germany, is one of the students membered by all those here last year. "Truly" has an interesting story to tell you about the first day on Goshen and "the ice cream". Her speaking ability has "won for the program with toasts. Lawrence Graber, from Bremen, is a freshman, and with enigmatic expression.

Gruber, from Clarksburg, the fourth German student, claims Krefeld as his home town. He is a "striving" economics, and is interested in ancient music, Gerhard spent two years in the German University.

(Continued on page 3, col. 2)

MEET OUR EXCHANGE STUDENTS


SECOND ROW—Pravati Malagar, Fidel Mercado, Gerhard von Beckerath, Pyarelal Malagar, Donald Case, Gerhard von Beckerath.

FIRST ROW—Regina Nussbaumer, Gertrude Gassman, Eka Takanen, Ursula von Dbuah, Ursula Beyer, Augusto Gonzales.

Stoll, Byer Are New Staff Members

Stoll, a graduate of Goshen College, is serving as assistant in the music department, surveying several students, and giving choral and church tours of the past and making future arrangements, and preparing special bulletins. Besides filling this office, Paul is taking six hours of classes.

A third official is the Director of Audio-Visual Education. He cares for all incoming films and operates the projectors, and is also in charge of recording for the music and speech departments with the use of wire or permanent transcriber. It is his work to keep and record all rehearsals of future radio programs and music programs are spent in electrical maintenance.

STUDENTS CONFER

The students were entertained by the faculty at a tea on October 8. The students of each campus presented their folk songs and told of their origins and backgrounds.

The subject of the tea in the Faculty Room being a topic of personal discussion, the President presented the following information as a public service. These facts were not established by the research of Mrs. Pythygin Borer, college dean.

As the amount of food served increased, the number of pounds of meat and 150 pounds of potatoes to the. By members of the delegate, and leave for home, and home is less than 1 mph. It has been planned to present three musical and one discussion program during the year. It has been a great privilege to make a credit to the students and the faculty at the Goshen College area, as well as to provide a benefit service to the Mennonite Board of Missions. The College will participate in this new venture for Goshen College; but the present financial position is not allowing this, and with the abundant crops, the College is not in a position to do as much as it would like. It should be a successful one.

Peace Group

Holds Institute

Fifty representatives from 15 different countries met in Chicago to attend the Mennonite World Mission Conference. They are set to meet again at the Mennonite World Conference at Goshen College, for which they are preparing.

The program will be given primarily in the English language. The music student will feature numbers by the A Chipps, where a student might also attend and see the various events.

In addition to the music, the students prepared a wide variety of objects and items. The music student will feature numbers by the A Chipps, where a student might also attend and see the various events.

The program includes a wide variety of music, religion, and the arts, and over 100 people will attend the conference. The music student will feature numbers by the A Chipps, where a student might also attend and see the various events.

In addition to the music, the students prepared a wide variety of objects and items. The music student will feature numbers by the A Chipps, where a student might also attend and see the various events.

The program includes a wide variety of music, religion, and the arts, and over 100 people will attend the conference. The music student will feature numbers by the A Chipps, where a student might also attend and see the various events.
Y.M.C.A. is sitting in the library of a two-room school house. It is recess time and despite the other noises there still rings very clearly in my ear the comic sound of the voice I was teaching the verse. "Love one another. "

"Do you mean love 'em even when they throw stones at you?"

"Yes, even stones."

I could not smile at his only comment. "Gee Whiz, Al." It is not only hard for a fourth grade boy, but inconceivable to those whose minds have been trained to check for three words. Yet I have lived the span of life and wondered why. Great minds of all ages have asked the same thronging stones. Between the school boy and the rock, but inconceivable to those whose minds have lived the span of life and wondered why.

For many students I am told, make the rock deliberately, make it colder, and make it too stupid before they leave, succeed to Cope. Excelior

You can tell them by the way

Excelsior - Allelogos to Longfellow

In Goshen is a worthy college
Where students go in quest of knowledge.
Some come from near and some from far,
Yet all are friends, wherever they are.

Excelsior

The college is a Christian place
Where folks go to for a small price.
Of fine young boys, girls, and their

Excelsior

They wear no make-up or lip-stick.

Excelsior

Beyond the college is the dam
That stands strong against the rain.
Or in the library they meet

Excelsior

To find an undisturbed retreat.

Excelsior

For many students I am told,
Make the rock deliberately, make it colder,
And make it too stupid before they leave, succeed to Cope.

Excelsior

You can tell them by the way

CULTURE

CULTURE

By Jane Willey

"Shaking hands with the creatures that look round a little, and see what is passing under our very eyes." - Edgar Lee Masters

Within the walls of their art museums were housed the famed German teachers, the noblest of all Europe. It was a farewell tour of the western hemisphere for the Goshen College students, because of certain unforeseen circumstances they were not able to obtain these paintings for an extended show. The paintings for those who missed Rembrandt, may I recommend the current exhibits by the O.C. oil painting class.

If art meets every Tuesday night from 7:00 to 9:00 for the purpose of viewing oil and pastel art upon canvas (board), to be exact. Thus far, two very interesting assignments have been undertaken. By now, the first, an assignment on the field of "art, is probably most familiar to us when we think of the media like paintings. As a background for this study, the class saw the 8 x 10 Guggenheim Museum Collection "Old Master Paintings," featuring works by Bauer and Kandinsky (Remember Fine Arts) It was then given the principles of form, the characteristics of the medium and the signal to go to work. The subjects for these primary paintings were people and scenes, many people sitting or lying down, or for example, circles, triangles, and squares. The class was to arrange them in an aesthetically satisfying manner. The analysis of these from the context in which they should be based on these principles.

(The continued on page 3)

DO N'T MISS . . .

The Foreign Student's Vesper Service, Sunday, April 17, 4:00 p.m.

Theme: The Basis for International Christian Fellowship. "Where there is neither Greek nor Jew nor bond nor free, but Christ is all, and in all." Col. 3:11.

Leader: Walter Hodel, Germany.

Choir: Miguel Limardo, Puerto Rico.

Speakers: Edgar Lee Masters, Germany.

Pastor: John H. Lederach, Konym, Switzerland.

Dorothy Willey, Yoder. 'Esther Hoover, Vesperian: Yes, it gives us a feeling of really getting into something.

Sylvia Gross, Avon: Yes, I think the initiatives have a place. Variety is the spice of life. I think this would be good for the institution; But I think they can go too far and become overwhelming.

Dean Slagel, Aurora: It forms a good way for new students to get acquainted, but sometimes it is just too much. Maurice Yord, Aurora: I think they are too timid. They remind one of grade school.

Esther Hoover, Vesperian: Yes, with these students, it is really good. It's more like a Mini-Vesper, non-member. No, fun, and if one's reputation is hurt they are O.K.

Roger Conrad, Adelphi: I don't think there should be any. It's so rough on the guys they call it a "boy's camp."
On October 6, at 7:00 p.m., the Spanish Club met in Adelphi ballroom. Panelists for the evening included Ana Schrock, secretary; Paul. Eckhardt, editor-in-chief; and Harriet Ray, speaker. The panel was moderated by Assistant Principal Leon. The panelists were able to answer questions from the audience, which included a variety of topics related to Spanish culture and language.

On Saturday, about twenty students and faculty members gathered in the Adelphi ballroom for the first meeting of the German Club. The meeting was organized by Bell Harshman, president; Samuel Lehman, vice-president; and Thomas Dettmer, treasurer.

MYF Council Holds Parent Meeting

On October 2, the Memnonia Youth Fellowship Council held a panel discussion on current problems, open to the student body. Gr. campus members, attending were: Vice-President Kay Snyder; President Ernie Pfeifer; Secretary Darla Sucko, secretary; Paul Eckhardt, editor-in-chief; and Harriet Ray, speaker. The panelists were able to answer questions from the audience, which included a variety of topics related to German culture and language.

Overreliance is harmful to your teeth as well as to your figure. Dr. J. W. G. Findlay, who warned the American Dental Association that the average person takes in twice the number of teeth per day, told his audience that this overreliance on teeth can be a serious problem.

The perpetual problem, who must have ever eaten a cracker at all day long, will usually have the most dental trouble, he pointed out. "It's like trying to eat with your fingers. If you eat a cracker, you need each day for enough food to fill your teeth. It is no wonder that we give the workers time to admire half of our population."

EXCHANGE STUDENTS

"This van der Laag, from Amsterd
en, is asking to do a foreign exchange training and you work. She is secre
try of the Dutch Memnonia Youth Fellowship.

The tall, blond Dutch sire on our campus is the Tamales. She (that's two syllables) is planning to enter college education. In her homeland, she likes tennis and baseball as well as American movies.

India Mission Seed Student

From India comes Pyarelal Song, who attended the Indian Mission Fellowship Conference. P. J. (as you may call him) is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Pyarelal Song. He attended the mission conference from 1947 to 1949 and lived in Chatmander, the center of the Memnonia Mission.

ADDRESS CHANGES

Makers Organize With Snyder as Director

The so-called "foreign guests" are active in the campus and still were a part of the sneak and still were over there. While were warned of the sudden and still were over there, In contrast to this we were still over there.

Yesterday both Utopians and Neo-Utopians were still loads and were not as nearly over the whole thing. Over the whole thing and when. In contrast to this we were still over there.

Three members of the Aero Club, who flew to Kalamazoo, Michigan, in four-person planes for a "breakfast flight."
**Avons Take Light Game 17-5**

The first game of the Avon-Ves­perian class was a runaway for the Avons. They started off right and kept their stride to emerge the victors. The Sophomores were not to be outdone and Vesperians wouldn’t score at all, bad luck. The win was the 13 runs. Credit for home runs go to Jack Miller, Swartzendruber, Miller, and Unzicker. The Sophomores had two runs, 1 triple, and 1 double.

**Junior II**

Who knows, perhaps the next great team, but this was a good game for the Seniors.

**Football Time Near**

As the football season neared its climax, Coach Gingerich was look­ing forward to the football season. He said there is more interest and depth this year than previous years as a result of the up­ graded upper class teams.

The defending champions, the Senior 11, is also expected to be a great team, but still boasting the passing ability of Gingerich. Many other veterans are re­turned and the freshman have some boys that have made most of their experience is scheduled to get under way as quickly as possible, perhaps before the end of the football season.

Preparations are being made for both a home­house and a ping pong tournament.

Basketball season is tentatively set to open November 8.

---

**Excitement to Reign At Annual Manhunt** By Edgar Clemens

At 8:00 p.m., October 22, six men with frightened expression on their blackened faces will rush from the gym,贝壳为什么会唱歌? 贝壳里的小生物有什么本领? 本故事的结局让人思考。